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One of the most tangible sets of changes associated with the fall of the Western Roman Empire was that which affected the monetary system. By AD 600 the multi-tiered late Roman currency had shrivelled to a shadow of its former self. Copper-alloy issues, which for most of the populace had been the principal coins utilized on a day-to-day basis, were effectively gone, as were those in silver.​[1]​ Little local production of unofficial coin to plug this gap took place (as had happened in the third-century West, and parts of the fifth-century East), suggesting a genuine collapse of the mechanisms which had supported small-scale monetized exchange. This slump forms part of a wider picture of drastic simplification in exchange and economy,​[2]​ the pace and extent of which varied province to province. In Britain it was most severe. There, circulation of any coin at all was minimal after the early fifth century. Vandal Africa, however, possessed a vibrant currency of small change, comprising newly made nummi as well as re-used fourth-century coins; Ostrogothic Italy too saw the survival of a more diverse currency. Copper-alloy and silver coins continued to be produced and used in Byzantine north Africa and Italy down to the eighth century, albeit in dwindling quantity.​[3]​ Gaul, Spain, the Lombard lands of Italy and other western territories fell between these extremes.​[4]​ Yet what united most former provinces was the persistence of gold coinage. Where copper-alloy and silver declined and fell, gold endured, often on an impressive scale; enough to qualify the general picture of post-Roman monetary contraction. 
The reasons why gold coinage persisted are the point at issue in this paper. In a nutshell, early medieval gold currency rode on the coattails of late Roman developments which saw a surge in the availability of gold and the main denomination, the solidus, take on a more prominent role in fiscal administration. In the fifth- and sixth-century West, it was this latter role that kept gold currency alive, as new kingdoms maintained tried and tested forms of financial support for their own benefit. But maintenance of gold currency in the long run depended also on wider use, especially as production and circulation evolved in response to changing forms of resource extraction. A case-study of Merovingian Gaul illustrates the prime example of this development: royal taxation declined, and coined money became associated with the varied needs of an increasingly precocious aristocracy. The result was a coinage characterized by very numerous rural mint-places and by varied patterns of circulation. In time, broader and more diverse monetization played into a move away from gold and back to silver. Parallels and contrasts are offered by two briefer comparisons. Export of a Merovingian-style monetary system to England c. 620 hints that by then contexts of minting and coin-use in Francia chimed with conditions across the Channel, and were no longer based on taxation. In Spain, however, the later sixth century saw reassertion of close royal control over the coinage and also, probably, of a more dominant fiscal context for its use, which prevailed until the early eighth century. Decline in taxation therefore meant decline of the coinage. 
Even if in different ways, gold coinage proved adaptable in all three cases. Sometimes it clearly was also plentiful and widely used: a crucial stepping stone en route to the denarial coinage of the late Merovingian and Carolingian era. Diminution in monetization compared to the late-Roman period was therefore not the whole story, for early medieval Europe preserved a dynamic gold currency in a range of administrative, social and economic settings. 
GOLD IN LATE ROMAN GOVERNMENT AND SOCIETY
The late Roman background which lies behind these conditions can be traced back to the fourth century.​[5]​ According to the anonymous tract De rebus bellicis, “in the age of Constantine [the Great (307–37)] extravagant public spending prescribed gold for petty transactions instead of bronze, which previously was highly valued:”​[6]​ in other words, the basis of the monetary system was switched to the new gold solidus.​[7]​ It became the standard unit of value in late Roman legislation, and the solidus itself acquired a status not unlike the modern Krugerrand, in that the worth of each coin was its intrinsic gold content:​[8]​ a point emphasized in the Historia Augusta by another late Roman writer who claimed – with an eye to conditions in the fourth or fifth century rather than the third – that Emperor Severus Alexander (222–35) had reminted large gold coins into tremisses and solidi to alleviate shortfall in revenue, and that “the coins made therefrom were designated only by the name of the metal itself.”​[9]​ The authors of the Historia augusta and De rebus bellicis may sometimes have resorted to exaggeration and fantasy, but both were reacting to a genuine fourth-century swing in favor of gold. The effect of this for denizens of the later Roman Empire was that all other commodities – including bronze and silver – were valued in relation to gold. Several thousand small copper-alloy coins were needed to match one gold solidus,​[10]​ and in the mid-380s the senator Quintus Aurelius Symmachus took up the complaint of money-changers who were suffering as fixed rates of exchange came into conflict with the auri enormitas crescens.​[11]​ Instability and diminution of the value of base-metal coin relative to gold would go on to generate great discontent at several levels in society.​[12]​
	A parallel development which consolidated the dominance of gold was an increasing emphasis on it in payments to and from the state.​[13]​ Never did this exclude payments in kind altogether: Africa and Egypt in particular remained key sources of grain,​[14]​ and on a local basis it was possible to switch as needed between cash and kind.​[15]​ But overall the use of gold expanded, most famously via the practices of adaeratio and coemptio: commutation of taxes in kind into cash, and forced purchase of goods by the state, respectively.​[16]​ Some of these transactions may simply have described supplies or other commodities rated in solidi, but there are also explicit references to gold being used side by side with species ex publicis horreis or annonae in both income as well as payments, and to exactores’ obligation to accept any gold solidi of proper weight in tax payments. By 458 all the land tax due from Italy could be commuted for gold in this way, but the process had already begun when Constantine I legislated against soldiers spurning perishable goods and leaving them to rot until bought by local procurators and tax collectors. Soldiers later in the fourth century held delegatoria entitling them to the renders of a given area, and had to be stopped from hiking the prices demanded for supplies.​[17]​ Legislation from 384 adds that the option of selling supplies for cash was restricted to major landowners, but this did not stop some landlords (at least in Africa) demanding income in gold coin.​[18]​ Private individuals were sternly warned against drawing fraudulently on public funds to obtain gold for their own purposes,​[19]​ and new aristocrats of service in particular strove to maintain an income in gold.​[20]​ Privileged access to this metal placed them and other landowners at a distinct advantage, for not only was gold the foundation of the currency, but certain additional taxes had to be rendered in gold.​[21]​ These included the collatio glebalis and the collatio lustralis, the former drawn from the senatorial class, the latter from fees and from all those engaged in buying and selling.​[22]​ 
Gold consequently enjoyed a premium; base-metal coinage, conversely, was issued as and when necessary, regardless of potential inflationary impact. It could be used for forced purchase of gold by the state, for low-value civilian transactions and also for stipendia and donativa distributed to military units.​[23]​ The role of silver coin is difficult to define, but production fell off in the fifth century, after which it was primarily associated with ceremonial distribution.​[24]​ Prior to this it was perhaps employed as a supplement to military payments in gold.​[25]​ Yet silver remained plentiful in uncoined form even into the seventh century: what declined was not the availability of the metal, but rather the niche which the coinage occupied in the monetary system.​[26]​ 
In the case of the gold coinage, however, there was a very large and significant shift in the opposite direction over the fourth century. In the period 337–64 the stock of gold coin may have as much as tripled.​[27]​ Exactly where this extra metal came from is unclear. Trace elements suggest that some new source(s) was making a large contribution by the middle of the fourth century.​[28]​ Mines are the most likely origin of this new bullion, though dethesaurization and reminting may also have contributed. These last two surely came to account for more of the metal supply in the West as time went on. By the early sixth century Theoderic advocated breaking into ancient tombs in search of gold and silver to be handed over to the compendium publicum, for, as Cassiodorus put it, “the lustre of metals is a comfort to men.”​[29]​ The effect of this injection of gold was to reinforce its dominant position in the monetary economy. 
But despite the increasing role of gold in state income and expenditure, these uses did not account for all gold transactions. Wear on surviving coins and long chronological profiles of hoards indicate that prolonged circulation was common.​[30]​ Presumably either the melting (and presumed reminting) of solidi used for tax payments stipulated in 366 only affected a limited proportion of the gold pieces in circulation.​[31]​ Much of the gold in general circulation found its way into the pockets of wealthy citizens – up to 4,000 lb of it per annum for some super-rich senatorial families.​[32]​ Yet papyrus documents from Egypt indicate that solidi also became a truly mass currency; one which was undoubtedly valuable and quite distinct from base metal, and at the same time widely available even at quite low levels in society. Loans were made to peasants in solidi, and wages in a range of trades and businesses were at least partially paid in gold.​[33]​ Other indexes hint that the situation was generally similar in other parts of the empire. In the West, stray finds of gold became generally more numerous in the fourth century and, in Britain and Spain at least, more strongly associated with civilian sites and also with copper-alloy coins, implying some use alongside lower-value currency.​[34]​ These gold pieces probably belonged to a range of owners, extending beyond the military and the elite. A late-fourth-century curse-tablet of a form used right down to the level of the peasantry, found near the seashore in Hampshire, calls down Neptune’s wrath upon whoever stole the relatively small sum of one solidus and six argentioli.​[35]​ Getting gold may not always have been easy for those without access to major wealth or state salaries, but it clearly was drawn on extensively and for varied purposes. 
CONTINUATION OF GOLD CURRENCY IN THE POST-ROMAN WEST
Emphasis on gold in administration and in circulation persisted even as the western imperial government lost ground in the fifth century. However, the output of western mints became more volatile and distribution of official coin was hampered, resulting in the emergence of plentiful imitative issues. Following the initial stages of the barbarians’ continuation of the Roman monetary system is severely complicated by the overpowering weight of the tradition they inherited: with precious few exceptions, the first barbarian gold coinages issued in the fifth century and during much of the sixth name emperors past or present rather than current kings.​[36]​ In part this continuing imperial prerogative was simply a facet of the authority and prestige still associated with the person of the emperor. The most vivid demonstration of this principle came as a result of one of its rare violations, when the Frankish king Theodebert I (533–48) briefly placed his own name on gold coins. News of this upstart’s impertinence reached the ears of the Byzantine writer Procopius, who expressly associated the emperor’s name and image with the acceptability of the solidus, even among barbarian peoples.​[37]​ Mint-names too are extremely rare. This was not, it should be stressed, true of the last western copper-alloy and silver issues. In southern Gaul a rare series of sixth-century copper issues from Marseille named Frankish kings, and small silver coins were made at a number of mints, some naming emperors and others Frankish kings.​[38]​ Certain Spanish cities, above all Seville, may have continued to issue small copper coins sporadically even into the seventh century.​[39]​ More substantial copper-alloy and silver issues from Italy and the Vandal kingdom in Africa followed the same pattern of naming local rulers – often municipal authorities rather than the king.​[40]​
Adherence to the imperial prerogative in gold coinage was probably not just a matter of respect. At least into the sixth century most pseudo-imperial coins conformed to imperial tradition in design and, more importantly, adhered to widespread norms of weight and fineness. Analyses of surviving coins show that the latter generally remained high (c. 95% pure or higher) in Gaul until approximately the middle of the sixth century and gradually declined thereafter,​[41]​ while in Spain substantial reductions in fineness only set in with the establishment of royal coinage in the 570s.​[42]​  The weight standard of Frankish solidi (and, by extension, tremisses) was also only altered in the late sixth century, to twenty-one siliquae instead of twenty-four.​[43]​ Acceptability of any currency is also based on visual familiarity, and the long-established prevalence of imperial coins – including a constant influx of fresh east Roman solidi​[44]​ – was a powerful incentive to stick with received notions of their appearance. However, it is far from clear that barbarian-controlled mints regularly recognized changes in ruler at Ravenna or Constantinople. These difficulties have not prevented scholars from attempting to define which styles or types belong to which kingdoms,​[45]​ and it is possible to pin down with some confidence Ostrogothic and Visigothic issues, and a Frankish pseudo-imperial coinage beginning c. 500.​[46]​ It is also clear that contemporaries were well aware of the barbarian origins of some of these coins, and could distinguish specific issues among them. These imitations probably only became a substantial problem if their fineness was reduced. Thus, already in 458, the emperor Majorian (457–61) legislated against debased solidi gallici,​[47]​ and there is a famous passage in the Burgundian laws stating that all solidi should be acceptable (whatever their weight) with the exception of four types: Valentiani, Genavenses (i.e. coins from Valence and Geneva), Gotici – which the law-code says had been debased since the time of King Alaric II (484–507) – and Adariciani.​[48]​ This enactment provides a glimpse of minting arrangements at the end of the fifth century. It attributes debasement of the Gothic coinage to a specific king, perhaps implying some measure of royal involvement. Some Visigothic pseudo-imperial coins of Severus III (461–5) have indeed been argued to carry the name R[ex] A[laricus] in their corrupt mint-mark. Royal monograms inserted into imperial reverse designs ease the process of attribution considerably in the case of the Burgundians, and imply royal patronage.​[49]​ In Frankish Gaul the temporary aberration of Theodebert’s gold coins, and the stronger royal role in the last copper-alloy and silver issues, suggest a significant royal role masked by the imperial veneer of most solidi and tremisses. The Burgundian law on coinage also makes clear that some coins could be associated with peoples and places as part of a fast-changing monetary landscape. The emergence of new mint-places is not surprising, as late Roman coinage had been supplied by fewer than a dozen large mints, situated on the basis of administrative rather than economic needs and backed up by efficient systems of distribution. Indeed, under Valentinian I it became customary for solidi and other gold pieces only to be minted where the emperor was based.​[50]​ The new, more numerous mints of the West emerged in the context of disrupted economic and administrative infrastructure, to serve the relatively localized needs of smaller kingdoms. Geneva and Valence had never been home to official mints under the emperors. Letters on the reverse of the coins of Theodebert might also indicate mints at Bonn, Cologne, Laon, Metz and Rheims; Burgundian silver and copper issues suggest that the Roman mint at Lyon had been revived and joined by one at Chalon-sur-Saône. More mint-places doubtless existed, but went unnamed. Toulouse, for example, may well have been the principal source of Visigothic coins in the fifth century, and there could have been several mint-places operating in Spain in the sixth century. But much research remains to be done before convincing attributions can be made for most of the pseudo-imperial gold pieces of the fifth and sixth centuries.​[51]​ 
Although the solidus became synonymous with (gold) coin, by the middle of the sixth century the minted solidus no longer reigned supreme: the most common gold coin in circulation was the tremissis. This denomination was minted in large quantities already in the first half of the fifth century,​[52]​ and among finds of the period c. 455–580 from France and its neighbors, tremisses outnumber solidi by more than four to one. After c. 580 the tremissis was virtually the sole denomination in circulation in both the Merovingian and Visigothic kingdoms. The impact of this move on systems of account and references to money was slight: the solidus retained its pre-eminence for centuries with only occasional concessions to the popularity of the smaller gold coin. Tremisses occur in Burgundian and Frankish texts, while one clause of the Lex Visigothorum includes the revealing addition at the end of a passage concerning the adulteration of solidi that the same law applies to tremisses,​[53]​ and the decrees of the second council of Braga in 572 mention church exactions of tremisses.​[54]​ In the famous slate charters from Spain, tremissis is used several times as a unit of value in preference to the solidus.​[55]​
	Part of the appeal of the tremissis surely lay in its lower value, which made it a more versatile form of currency.​[56]​ Of course, without copper-alloy or even silver coinage a very high level of monetization remained impossible, and there is no denying the relative marginalization of monetary exchange in the early medieval West. But the move towards the tremissis nevertheless suggests that western gold coinage retained some of the vibrancy associated with its late imperial counterpart: the major difference was that now it was more or less the only available coinage.  Gold coinage may have been limited in usefulness by its high value, yet it was a long way from being economically irrelevant.
This is perhaps best reflected in the occurrence of stray finds of gold coins. Work on English material has shown these to be a very effective indicator of the shape of the circulating currency.​[57]​ Single-finds of imperial and local gold coins of the period c. 455–575 amount to about 420 from Belgium, France and Switzerland, and approximately 930 from the period c. 575–675.​[58]​ Many more have surely been found (not least in Germany, for which there is no recent listing of single-finds), and numerous finds are imperfectly reported. Some are grave-finds, yet far from all: only about 21% of all single-finds with any recorded details of context from the period c. 455–575 stem from graves. Even from the area east of the Seine and north of Burgundy where the tradition of including coins in graves was strongest only 42% of gold finds are known to come from burials. The contrast with contemporary silver argentei, which are very strongly associated (75% of all finds) with graves in this part of Gaul, is striking.​[59]​ Even eventual use of coins for ornamentation and/or deposition in a grave does not preclude an earlier monetary role.​[60]​ Overall, a good case can be made on the basis of these finds that gold coins circulated extensively in early medieval Gaul. No area is without them, and the highest concentrations are found in northeast France, Normandy, Burgundy and the Mediterranean coast. Of course, it is not possible to date individual coins or losses precisely, and it is likely that the northern half of Gaul was effectively without coinage in the mid-fifth century. The post-Roman gold finds also pale in comparison with the volume of late Roman base-metal coins discovered in the same area, and stray gold coins occur very rarely in excavations of urban and especially rural settlements.​[61]​ But in relation to finds of Roman gold the comparison is much more favorable. When surveyed in 2010, some 628 gold single-finds were known from the provinces of Gaul dating to the period c. 300–455 (including some from modern Germany);​[62]​ that is, the equivalent of 4.5 coins per annum, as opposed to 3.5 per annum c. 455–575 and 9.3 in c. 575–675 (or 6.1 across the whole period c. 455–675). These figures are only indicative, but convey some impression of the relative persistence of gold coinage through and beyond the end of Roman rule.
USES OF GOLD: KINGS, SOLDIERS AND TAXES
What drove this persistence, and later apparent expansion, in the making and use of gold coin? Sources from the fifth and sixth centuries are scarce and must be made to work hard before yielding any information. What emerges from them is the likely importance of continuity in late Roman fiscal policies with regard to gold; policies which had a long pedigree, and sustained a massive gold currency in the east Roman Empire even throughout the troubled seventh century.​[63]​ Western practices can be traced back to the time of the emperors, when the Roman army came to be dominated by barbarians, who were the primary recipients of taxes in kind and of monetary substitutes offered in place of supplies.​[64]​ Several of these barbarian peoples gained a reputation for immoderate lust for gold,​[65]​ and under their rule gold continued to hold pride of place in legal and other forms of discourse. As generals and their men took control over segments of the western empire and set themselves up as a militarized ruling class, they continued to extract resources from their territories in tried and tested ways, which probably included adaeratio, coemptio and associated use of gold.​[66]​ 
The rub lies in how this was implemented.​[67]​ Coin-finds and minting are in themselves strong but circumstantial traces of some ongoing demand for gold, which makes most sense in the context of the fifth and sixth centuries as a prop of military and administrative demands.​[68]​ But further evidence for how specific barbarian armies were set up in their new kingdoms, let alone what form(s) potential income took, is sparse and contested. In particular, Walter Goffart has proposed that settlement of armies in Italy, Burgundy and southern Gaul involved assignment of tax revenues rather than ownership of land as such.​[69]​ This may well have been so, especially early in the process when settler-soldiers were perhaps still holders of late Roman delegatoria.​[70]​ Already in the fifth century, however, there were laws concerning boundary disputes between Romans and barbarians, and over time landholding by occupation and, ultimately, ownership became more widespread among barbarians, which combined with tax-exempt status and strong royal links to create and distinguish a new ruling class.​[71]​ The place within these mechanisms of gold coinage can only be followed with reference to individual kingdoms.
The best evidence for the role of gold in post-Roman state finance comes from Ostrogothic Italy. The Variae of Cassiodorus leave no doubt that it loomed large in fiscal income and expenditure, including a large element for military pay.​[72]​ Several letters mention solidi tributarii, which are in some cases explicitly juxtaposed with rations (annonae) or are sent to the central treasury (aerarius). Commutation of taxes in kind was still going on, and a good defensor civitatis was praised for conducting sales of supplies in an orderly fashion. Certain individuals were also receiving state stipends calculated in solidi, among them a charioteer and some military units. When Theoderic sent a troop of Gepids marching northwards he guaranteed each unit three solidi in pay specifically because annonae might spoil or prove unwieldy, and cash would encourage the troops to bargain with locals rather than expropriate supplies from them. Yet it is also clear from these letters that the norm was for troopers to be supplied with rations in addition to gold, and Goths may have been subject to different conditions altogether.​[73]​
The Italian case is suggestive, but cannot be taken uncritically as the blueprint for all barbarian kingdoms. Under Ostrogothic rule late Roman administrative structures were maintained with considerable success. Other kingdoms had quite different experiences.​[74]​ In the frontier province of Noricum, at least part of soldiers’ pay came in cash form down to the very end of the western Empire.​[75]​ Local elites in Gaul north of the Loire reacted to the withdrawal of imperial authority in the fifth century by redirecting their resources at extravagant ritual and display in highly localized arenas. Gold coinage seemingly ended in this region as economic complexity receded and political horizons shrank. Revival of gold currency in northern Gaul c. 490–520 coincides with, and perhaps was related to, the gradual political consolidation of Merovingian royal authority.​[76]​ The Vandals in Africa never produced a gold coinage of their own, and yet the machinery of taxation was kept up.​[77]​ Any need for gold could have been fulfilled by coins from Italy and Constantinople which circulated widely in Vandal territory, presumably as profit from grain shipments to Rome or other forms of trade, or as booty from raids.​[78]​ Other kingdoms are even more opaque. A much-discussed passage in the Lex Burgundionum describes how Burgundian warriors were to be accommodated within the kingdom, and information about the mechanisms for settlement can be extracted from Visigothic laws, though in both cases the evidence is problematic, and neither do the laws state if payments were to come in kind or in cash.​[79]​ 
Written evidence for the role of gold in the post-Roman West outside Italy is thus largely circumstantial, if substantial, centering upon its continued dominance in legal and administrative contexts. Gold denominations remained the preferred unit of account in all post-Roman legal texts, although their testimony must be used with caution for actual circulation of gold coin.​[80]​ The Burgundian laws cite payments of semisses (half-solidi) which were virtually unknown among western gold coins, while Euric’s laws stipulated fines in pounds of gold.​[81]​ Anyone actually required to pay the fines meted out in these texts could have turned to solidi, gold coins of lower denomination, bullion of equivalent weight or other goods of the same value.​[82]​ Stipulation of sums in notional units of gold served above all to send an important message to rulers and subjects alike, that the issuer of a law-code was calling on long-established administrative protocol, which was as important a part of the exercise as actually codifying and organising legal practice.​[83]​ 
	It is unfortunate that, in attempting to discern the actual context in which these coins were used in the later sixth and seventh centuries, one must turn to what are often considered to be the lies and damned lies of hagiography. Saint’s lives and related religious material may over-emphasize functions such as almsgiving at the expense of fiscal, compensatory or commercial purposes. Yet if taken as indications of what authors thought contemporary audiences might find acceptable, or as stores of incidental details drawn from the author’s experience, they can be valuable resources for aspects of early medieval society, including use of money.​[84]​ What they show is indeed a world where gold coins were widely used, and not simply for taxes and interactions among the elite.​[85]​ Gregory of Tours in his Liber in gloria confessorum described a trader in Lyon who worked hard to make his first gold trians, then used this to swindle his way to a profit of 100 solidi.​[86]​ Elsewhere Gregory wrote of a man who paid for passage by ship with a trians,​[87]​ of one trians offered as a loan​[88]​ and of a Frankish king who demanded a trians per man as ransom for captured rebels.​[89]​ He also attributed the commercial success of Verdun’s traders to a royal loan of 7,000 aurei,​[90]​ and lamented how, at a time of famine, merchants fleeced the populace by charging a trians for a modius of wheat or a half-sester of wine.​[91]​ Much more common was for gold coins to occur in the context of religious devotions. The will of Bertram, bishop of Le Mans (d. 623), includes a list of bequests in solidi to churches and clerics which he asks be sent out in labelled bags, along with other bequests of gold and silver to support the poor.​[92]​ Several further texts mention gold triantes and solidi which were used as alms.​[93]​ From neighboring Visigothic Spain, the Vitas patrum Emeritensium tell how, when Bishop Massona was living in remote exile, he gave so much away to the poor that he and his companions were left in dire need. One of them, when approached by another pauper, gave away his last solidus, but was compelled by poverty to chase after her and plead for the return of one of the three tremisses making up the solidus.​[94]​ 
This extensive use of gold coinage in private transactions had not traditionally been the primary aim of minting. Solidi were always intended first and foremost as tools of government income and expenditure. Strict rules governed the transmission of gold to the mint, and its manufacture after arrival. Above all, there was a strong sense of the “public” nature of these mints: private individuals who brought their own precious metal to them for minting were harshly punished for infringing on a government prerogative already under Valentinian I (364–75).​[95]​ The same ideal persisted under barbarian rulers in the fifth and early sixth centuries, manifested in occasional attempts to halt a widespread and (from rulers’ perspective) pernicious increase of “private” involvement in minting. Avitus of Vienne lamented how Alaric II corrupted the products of certain unnamed monetae publicae with debasement.​[96]​ Moneyers in Spain, during the period of Ostrogothic domination under Theoderic, had apparently slipped into working for private individuals, even though moneyers should rather be found in usum publicum.​[97]​ Despite Theoderic’s resistance, the drive behind coin-production was changing. Circulation of coin had long been multi-purpose, but the diminishing role of public and fiscal needs by about the year 600 in the Merovingian monetary system was of key importance. Michael Hendy summed up this development as a move from public to private: that is, from minting being a primarily fiscal tool serving the tax needs of a centralized state, to being a mechanism for the collection of rents by private landowners and the circulation of private supplies of cash.​[98]​ A broader shift from tax to rent has been traced across the early medieval West.​[99]​ However, the speed and nature of the process were shaped by local circumstances.​[100]​ Survival of terminology did not always herald the survival of institutions,​[101]​ and what was true of one kingdom – or even one city – need not have been true for all.​[102]​ One might also question the sharp division between “public” and “private,” and consider the proposition that “private” minting may still, on some levels, have served “public” purposes.​[103]​
THE CHANGING FUNCTIONS OF GOLD c. 575–675: THE CASE OF MEROVINGIAN GAUL
Merovingian Gaul provides the richest source-material for approaching how this evolution played out in practice during the later sixth and seventh centuries. Finds are relatively abundant and informative, and the coins themselves have much to tell after undergoing a transformation around the 570s.​[104]​ The resultant issues are known as the “national coinage,” and almost universally name the mint and moneyer responsible for issue. Very rarely, however, do they name the king. These changes in the coinage are one component of changes in the balance of power and resources. Local elites became more prominent in the collection of taxes, and in due course came to retain the proceeds as well. The emergence of the “national” coinage comes at the very beginning of this process. The one cannot be seen as a direct consequence of the other, but the “national” coinage persisted and expanded over the following century, and in several ways reflects the more localized and elite-driven context of the coinage, and also the persistence of demand for currency in other settings.
At the heart of this process is the fate of taxation on land, most commonly labelled census (publicus) or tributum. This was in widespread decline, especially from around the late sixth century.​[105]​ By this time kings extracted taxation rarely and exemption from it had become tied to notions of freedom and status, leading to resistance when new impositions, or extensions of liability, were proposed.​[106]​ Rulers further lost out thanks to expansion of aristocratic power during a spate of royal support-seeking and minorities.​[107]​ Instead, kings turned for income to their own estates and to other sources such as fees for military service and compensation paid to courts; exactions which, by the mid-seventh century, loomed larger than taxation as such.​[108]​ 
The exact form Merovingian taxation took is not always stated. Sometimes it explicitly came in the form of foodstuffs,​[109]​ but taxation in gold still took place.​[110]​ Gregory of Tours mentioned the proceeds of an unwelcome tax on Tours as aureus and told how the fourth-century Saint Illidius secured the commutation of taxation in wheat and wine into gold for Clermont.​[111]​ Famously, the vita of St Eligius includes an account of a census imposed on the pagus of Solemniaco near Limoges, recently acquired by Eligius.​[112]​ The local moneyer and domesticus publicus (who may have been one and the same) extracted this revenue in the form of gold which had to be melted and purified before being taken back to the royal treasury. But the gold simply would not melt; not, at least, until Eligius’s messenger appeared and claimed what rightfully belonged to his master’s jurisdiction. It is not clear if this meant the revenue itself was his, or rather the act of melting and transferring it; neither is it clear that the gold entered or left the melting pot as coin, though the presence of a monetarius is suggestive. 
This text raises the possibility that minting could still be linked to the payment of royal taxes, apparently from a particular pagus. Supporting evidence for very particularized coin-production comes from the tremisses themselves. Merovingian coinage is infamous for its extreme degree of atomization. First steps in this direction can already be detected in the pseudo-imperial coinage, and numerous unnamed mint-places could have been active in the earlier sixth century. Indeed, proliferation of mint-places could have been one catalyst for placing explicit reference to mint-place and moneyer on the “national” coinage. As far as can be discerned from surviving coins, however, the greatest explosion of mint activity came in the time of the “national” gold coinage of c. 575–c. 675. During this period some 800 mint-places and 2,000 moneyers are named, most of them during the middle part of the coinage. Save for the silver issues of Provence in the names of local Patricians, other authorities are conspicuous by their absence from the coinage. The moneyer and the mint remained the primary points of reference. Moneyers’ roles were carefully circumscribed by jurisdictional and technical norms,​[113]​ and in an important sense the myriad Merovingian mints were still seen as public institutions.​[114]​ Mint-attributions of these issues have not been systematically surveyed since the nineteenth century, and specific local studies in recent times have suggested several modifications.​[115]​ These revisions have been accounted for here, as have other glaring inconsistencies among nineteenth-century attributions.​[116]​ Fresh examination of the series as a whole is badly needed. Yet it is unlikely that this would affect the overall picture of diffused production at numerous small mint-places spread all over the kingdom. Among stray finds of relevant coins, some 53% come from mints known from only 1–4 finds, and 25% of the overall total of stray-finds are from mints represented by just a single known loss. This picture of a currency largely made up of the products of profuse small mints contrasts with, for example, late Anglo-Saxon England, where a small number of large mints accounted for a much higher share of the currency (c. 23–25% for London alone).​[117]​ 
The places named on the coins include about 90 civitates, which in virtually all cases coincide with known episcopal seats.​[118]​ The majority of mint-places are simply labelled vicus, a term typically used for non-episcopal towns and larger rural agglomerations, often the focus of the surrounding pagus.​[119]​ Some vici which served as mints were distinguished by a location on a major road or river, or by a significant local industry; features which hint at logistic or commercial motives for their location.​[120]​ Other forces were also at work. Some coins name a region rather than a specific site with the term pagus or, more specifically, villa, and a few others come from a mallus or assembly.​[121]​ A small selection comes from places labelled as castra. These were often associated with aristocratic and administrative bases, though could also denote fortified vici.​[122]​ The thickest concentration of mints is found in west-central France, straddling Neustria and northern Aquitaine, approximately in the area delimited by Clermont-Ferrand, Le Mans, Paris and Saintes.​[123]​ What the profusion of mints suggests is a strong need to raise coin on a very local level, at a great many rural settlements, beginning at the latest in the 570s but gathering force thereafter. 
Taxation may well still have been one factor behind the multiplication of mint-places, at least some of it in gold, even if revenues were being raised at a more and more localized level from individual city-territories or pagi rather than the kingdom as a whole.​[124]​ In the years after 600 taxes, however, could be delegated to individuals or institutions. Taxes from the city of Tours were assigned to the abbey of St Martin in the seventh century,​[125]​ while Eligius claimed the right to collect tax from his estate.​[126]​ But the “national” coinage continued, essentially unchanged, as tax-raising powers passed into the hands of local elites and became difficult to distinguish from rents. 
The influence of these local elites can be detected behind the scenes of the “national” coinage. The emphasis on small, rural locations of coin production corresponds with a period when elite landholding had – at least by late Roman standards – become relatively localized, and rising aristocrats sought advancement at court and enrichment through the acquisition and development of estates.​[127]​ In particular, several villae and other holdings bequeathed in Merovingian wills or other lists of lands coincide with mint-places. The will of Aredius, abbot of Limoges (572) contains four named estates which coincide with mint-places,​[128]​ and an impressive fourteen locations in the long testament of Bertram, bishop of Le Mans (d. 626), share their names with mint-places, though some of the identifications proposed by numismatists and historians differ.​[129]​ Another mint-place may (less confidently) be identified in the will of Hadoind, bishop of Le Mans (d. 643),​[130]​ and one more in the will of Leodebodus, abbot of St-Aignan at Orléans (d. 667).​[131]​ The bishop of Le Mans’ famous estate-complex at Ardin was a mint-place,​[132]​ and a list of lands given to the monastery of St Mary by Vigilius, bishop of Auxerre (d. 684), probably included a mint-place.​[133]​ Further traces of elite interests might sometimes be found in the later status of mint-places, for instance as comital estates or sites of ecclesiastical significance.​[134]​ Only occasionally can specific individuals or families be associated with particular mints, but the Pippinids may have influenced the locations and activity of mints in their power-base around Huy, Namur and Dinant.​[135]​ 
Also suggestive of elite involvement in minting is a rare series of tremisses bearing inscriptions such as ratio domini, ratio fisci or ratio ecclesiae.​[136]​ Denoting an “account” of a lord,​[137]​ the fisc or a church, these coins might be the result of renders in gold paid to a local authority, then either sent on to the king or redistributed locally without ever seeing the inside of a royal treasury:​[138]​ assigning the collection of tax revenue to a local agent was only a small step away from devolution of the proceeds into his hands.​[139]​ Distinctions between rent and taxes were thus a matter of destination rather than substance, and were entering a particularly fluid state at exactly the same time as the “national” Merovingian coinage emerged.​[140]​ It reflects exploitation of local resources for both fiscal and – increasingly – “private” ends, depending very much on the circumstances of particular cities, regions and individual magnates.
The central point of these developments is the balance of uses which drove minting and circulation, and their variation at a local level. Defining these depends on scrutiny of the movement of actual coins.​[141]​ The most revealing evidence comes from stray-finds, now numbering over 900 from the period c. 575–675. Hoards of the same period also have much to tell about circulation.​[142]​ Their story is broadly the same as that of the single-finds: one of a significant degree of localized circulation, but with some long-distance movement, especially from south to north. Analysis of earlier coins belonging to the period c. 455–575 from both hoards and single-finds is also possible, but severely hampered by the anonymous nature of so many issues. Nonetheless, fifth- and earlier sixth-century gold coins tended to travel over long distances, sometimes even beyond their kingdom of origin.​[143]​ Silver argentei, by contrast, were concentrated in the northeast, and copper-alloy coins around their mints of origin.​[144]​ A much more detailed survey of distribution is possible in the period of the “national” coinage, and reveals great variation between mints.
In the Merovingian kingdom localized circulation enjoyed a slight dominance among tremisses struck after c. 575: 55% of all finds occurred within 150km of their home city, 30% within 50km. This did not preclude long-distance circulation, and 24% of all finds occurred over 300km from their place of production in a pattern of “gradual diffusion.”​[145]​ The distribution of these losses mint by mint reveals something of how their roles in the monetary economy differed. Small mints were not noticeably more parochial in circulation: some 52% of stray finds from mints represented by 3 or fewer losses occur within 150km of the mint-place.​[146]​ Larger mints were relatively few and concentrated in the west and south, but tell diverse stories. Only ten mints are known from more than ten single-finds: Banassac, Chalon-sur-Saône, Clermont, Marseille, Orléans, Paris, Quentovic, Rodez, Rouen and Sion. Of these, Banassac, Chalon-sur-Saône and Marseille belong to a league of their own, being represented by 34, 63 and 36 finds respectively. They have markedly divergent profiles, suggesting that their coins were distributed by different mechanisms. Chalon-sur-Saône is very strikingly localized in its distribution: 21 finds come from the immediate environs of the home city, another 30 from within 150km, and only 10 from further away. The moneyers of Chalon-sur-Saône seemingly made a coinage which catered largely to local needs.​[147]​ Why Banassac – a vicus in the Lozère which had been a major center of ceramic production in the Roman period – is so prominent among surviving finds is a mystery.​[148]​ Most of its output was concentrated in the first half of the seventh century, especially around Charibert II’s short reign (629–32), while trace elements point more towards Byzantine than Visigothic supplies of gold bullion.​[149]​ Local archaeology is quite poorly developed, though Banassac was one of several large mints (along with Clermont, Orléans, Chalon-sur-Saône, Marseille and Paris) to issue royal coinage, out of a total of only around seventeen locations. These royal coins display somewhat unusual, and as yet unexplained, patterns of distribution.​[150]​ What can be said is that the distribution of coins from Banassac is quite different to that of tremisses from Chalon-sur-Saône. While the average distance between finds of coins from Chalon-sur-Saône and the home city is only 88km (and the median only 47km), in the case of Banassac it is 260km (median 154km). Over half of all finds of coins from Banassac occurred more than 150km away. Marseille shows a still stronger tendency towards long-distance circulation. The average distance of finds from the home mint is 305km (median 263km), and over 60% of finds occurred more than 150km away. Other mints known from substantial numbers of finds fall in between these extremes. Some 64% of finds from Rouen come from within 150km of the home city, with an overall average distance of 155km (median 105km); and 86% of those from Sion in Switzerland, with an average distance travelled of 131km (median 64km). Orléans and Paris lie closer to Banassac and Marseille, with only 14% and 33% respectively of coins from within 150km and an average distance travelled of 221km and 249km (median of 194km and 298km). 
Finds which did not stay locally tended to travel along certain axes.​[151]​ Coins from Marseille are largely concentrated in eastern France, stretching up the Rhone valley, with some from the far northeast. Banassac is broadly similar, albeit with some presence in Aquitaine. Coins from Chalon-sur-Saône, on the other hand, are heavily concentrated in Burgundy, spilling over into modern Switzerland. Where outliers from these and other mints do occur, they are at the mouth of the Rhone and near the north and west coasts. The pattern that emerges probably reflects the principal routes and areas for movement in the kingdom.​[152]​ Exchange in Francia was well developed at both the local and long-distance level.​[153]​ Gravitation towards the coasts is suggestive of some commercial role for coins,​[154]​ as is the prominence of Marseille.​[155]​ This port-city enjoyed a special status in the sixth and seventh centuries: it continued to mint in the names of east Roman emperors into the seventh century, and was ruled under royal condominium. Papal estates in Provence supplied solidi Gallicani to Gregory the Great, presumably those made at Marseille and elsewhere in Provence in the name of the current emperor.​[156]​ 
The varied forms circulation could take suggest that use of coin was diverse, and became more so during the period of the “national” coinage. Gradual replacement of the gold content of Merovingian tremisses with silver could have served to reduce their intrinsic value and, correspondingly, their buying power, making them ever more suitable for a range of transactions, although the causes and impact of debasement are, admittedly, obscure.​[157]​ More clear-cut is a mix of documentary and numismatic evidence for the roles coin came to play in the Merovingian kingdom. Gifts were a significant force, and although not necessarily a substitute for other forms of exchange, still accounted for large transfers of gold and silver across the kingdom.​[158]​ The famously lavish Merovingian royal distributions of gold and silver may have been one of the primary fates of money paid in taxation. Most known gifts took the form of objects rather than coin, though interchange between bullion and currency prevailed throughout the early Middle Ages.​[159]​ Use in high-value trade has been mentioned above, and further possible contexts for payment include legal compensations and tolls.​[160]​ But evidence for precisely how landowners turned agricultural output into coin is scarce in the extreme.​[161]​ Payment of land-tax in gold was characteristic of large-scale landowners in the late Roman period. Conversely, by the time of the ninth-century Frankish polyptychs denarii were a significant component of rents paid by individual peasants.​[162]​ Money-rents paid direct by individual peasants were not out of the question during the long prevalence of gold currency. Some are mentioned in the will of Abbot Aredius from the 570s: a certain group of (freed?)women owed trientes to the monks of St Martin, possibly one each, as did some of the mancipia quae colonaria appellantur, which were said to be tributaria. But, tellingly, other peasants in the same document owed much less valuable silver argentei.​[163]​ 
Peasants’ direct participation in the monetary economy on a large scale seems to have been a development of the silver age, and especially of the Carolingian era.​[164]​ Rents were rated in silver denarii already in the first half of the eighth century, for instance in the decrees of the council of Estinnes in 743, at which Charles Martel stipulated that rent paid on monastic lands held in precaria should amount to one solidus, id est duodecim denarii from each household per annum.​[165]​ If later Carolingian impositions are any guide, only the better-off peasants could have paid tremisses on an individual basis in previous centuries. The polyptych of Irminon (806–29), for example, listed many peasants who owed payments in cash, with great variation in the dues of individual tenants: some gave no coin, others several solidi, often in place of military service. The average monetary rent on these rich lands near Paris was 18 denarii from a free mansus and 2 from a servile mansus, which was one of the highest overall rates of monetization found among Carolingian polyptychs, and hence not necessarily representative of the empire as a whole, still less of conditions more than a century earlier.​[166]​ For the sake of argument, however, the average monetary rent of a free mansus, 18 denarii, if charged in gold tremisses would have required just 1.31–2.36 coins (assuming a gold:silver ratio of between 10:1 and 18:1).
 Faced with probable difficulties in expecting individual tenants to raise gold, a common recourse for Merovingian landlords who wanted cash was to use local collectors who brought together and commuted the produce from across a given area. Aurum pagense and solidi inferendi were the terms which emerged in western Gaul by about 700 to describe such monetary contributions. By then the payments would presumably have been in silver coin, though the names are suggestive of origins in the period before c. 675 when gold was still the norm.​[167]​ This may have been the context of minting at St Eligius’ estate, and was apparently still the case early in the silver coinage’s currency in 721 at the bishop of Le Mans’ estate at Ardin, where extraction of cash was delegated to several iuniores.​[168]​ Accounts on slates from Spain and fragmentary documents from Tours c. 700 listing agricultural products only might show such agents at work accumulating individual peasants’ crops.​[169]​ Certainly the markets essential for the process of commutation were already emerging in Merovingian times, especially in cities, and grew in number and density over time.​[170]​ Converting produce to coin offered the advantage of liquidity to landowners, and movements of income between landed properties – some far-flung such as those of Bishop Bertram of Le Mans, others relatively compact​[171]​ – could account for a share of coin circulation in both gold and silver. Taxation too surely drove at least some minting and movement of coin. Identifying and quantifying it is, however, the sticking point. Kings moved between different centers and ruled over territories with fluctuating borders, to the extent that one simply cannot pin down routes of payment with any confidence.​[172]​ In scale taxes only accounted for a fraction of gold transactions in the late Roman period, although that fraction probably grew initially in the barbarian kingdoms, with generally reduced levels of wealth and commerce and declined again in Gaul later in the sixth and seventh centuries.​[173]​ The overall variation of the currency at this time suggests that one should look to a broad range of factors dictating the circulation of Merovingian coinage.
The continued production of gold tremisses throughout the sixth and seventh centuries is in itself a sign of the continuing economic relevance of the resultant coins,  and when minting in Francia switched definitively to silver c. 675 it signalled that while comparable needs for coin persisted, the prolonged allure of gold was gone.​[174]​ Supplies of bullion had depleted across western Europe. In Spain and Italy the result was continued production of more and more debased “gold” coins, but in Francia and its neighbors decline of gold supply was one factor prompting realignment towards a pure silver coinage, plentiful and stable supplies of which were – for the moment – derived from mining and probably other sources.​[175]​ Importantly, this change had little impact on the functional framework of the coinage, as the distribution of single-finds of Merovingian silver denarii differs only slightly from that of the “national” gold tremisses.​[176]​ Generally there was somewhat more localization, but still with striking variation between different mint-places. Among silver coins, 63% of finds lie within 150km of their mint place and only 16% 300km away or further. Smaller mints represented by 1–4 finds also account for a smaller share of the total number of finds (34%), although there are fewer very large mints at work than in the gold coinage. Best represented by far is Marseille, with 36 finds, then Poitiers, Rouen, Paris, Chalon-sur-Saône and Metz, all with more than ten finds; the stronger representation of eastern mints – Metz, and also Rheims, as well as the appearance of smaller centers – is noteworthy, especially in the context of growing aristocratic (especially Pippinid) and ecclesiastical power in this region.​[177]​ The best-represented silver mints show variations on the same scale as in the gold period: Paris was the most marked by long-distance circulation, with an average distance of finds from the mint-place of 254km (median 198km); Poitiers and Metz were middling, with average distances of 207km and 162km respectively (median 228km and 0km), while Chalon and Rouen were more localized, with average distances of less than 150km. Marseille offers an arresting contrast with its broad circulation in the gold period: virtually all denarii from Marseille come from Provence and the Mediterranean coast, and the average distance of finds from the mint is only 79km (median 74km) (though a couple of important “productive sites” in the vicinity of the city have an impact on this last figure). Surprisingly, given the undoubtedly lower value of each denarius, finds are much rarer than of earlier tremisses: only around 270 are known. Whatever advantages the new silver coinage conferred in Francia, greater dynamism and growth in the monetary economy of the late seventh and early eighth centuries seems to have been more a phenomenon of two neighboring regions which had long been influenced by Merovingian practice: Frisia and Anglo-Saxon England.
PARALLELS AND CONTRASTS: ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND AND VISIGOTHIC SPAIN
The international influence of Merovingian coinage is in itself another sign of the diversification of coin-use in the seventh century. Export of Merovingian-style coinage and minting organization to early Anglo-Saxon England began with stronger inflows of Frankish gold, followed by native production from c. 620.​[178]​ Most early English coins bear no inscription, hampering attributions to mint and authority, though literate issues show that (as in Francia) kings as well as individual moneyers availed themselves of the opportunities of minting,​[179]​ while the iconography of some issues bespeaks Christian influence.​[180]​ The appearance of minting formed part of a general move to adopt trappings of Merovingian culture.​[181]​ This and other developments in late sixth- and early seventh-century England have been associated with the establishment of a more stratified society, best represented by the grandees buried at Sutton Hoo, Snape and other “princely” inhumations;​[182]​ a society in which exchange and government were more complex, for which coinage as an abstract means of payment and storage of wealth offered practical as well as symbolic advantages.​[183]​ Conditions for the production of the first English gold coins were not of course identical to those in the Merovingian kingdom. Imitative coinages do not always mirror their model’s organisational background, but the broader context of Anglo-Saxon adoption of Merovingian cultural conventions, and adherence – where visible – to Frankish traditions of monetary organisation, hint that early Anglo-Saxon gold coinage goes deeper than superficial imitation in following Frankish custom. It is consequently difficult to believe that a system still closely tied to taxation on the late Roman model was what spawned coinage in the conditions of England in the early seventh century. England had preserved very little in the way of Roman institutions, yet by this time its elite had much in common with their counterparts in Gaul in other respects: rulers’ principal resources came as renders in kind from large, dispersed estates, supplemented by gifts, booty and fines.​[184]​ Because the scillingas in the earliest English law-codes probably equate to the gold tremisses of the seventh century it is often assumed that legal compensation was a major, even dominant, context for their use,​[185]​ though the same caveats apply as across the Channel: surviving sources are restricted in number and interests, giving an undoubtedly skewed perspective. In other words, early English gold coins probably fulfilled a similar range of uses to their Frankish counterparts, including the possible beginnings of monetary rent as well as compensation, gift, savings and higher-level commerce. 
Whatever the coins were used for, they circulated quite extensively. There are now over 300 English, Merovingian and other gold finds of the period c. 580–675 from  modern-day England (which has laws and mechanisms more conducive to recording finds than those of France), some of which mark the genesis of so-called “productive sites” characterized by numerous finds of later silver coins.​[186]​ Although the exact nature of these sites remains debated, they again support the view that the change from gold to silver was one of scale, not of quality. 
The export of a Merovingian-inspired monetary system to England provides one sidelight on the likely development of minting in Gaul. But one size should not be expected to fit all the post-Roman barbarian kingdoms, as a brief, closing glance elsewhere shows. The coinage of Visigothic Spain went from being a “pseudo-imperial” anonymous issue to an explicitly and universally royal one under Leovigild (568–86).​[187]​ Although contemporaneous with the beginning of the “national” Merovingian coinage, the new Visigothic coinage was a much more “top-down” affair, initiated by the king during a period of royal strength.​[188]​ Coins were apparently accepted based on their regal appearance and associations, not simply on their (variable) intrinsic quality.​[189]​ Mints were already numerous when first named under Leovigild, though much less so than in Gaul, and tended to be located in civitates; rural mints were concentrated in the former Suevic territories of northern Lusitania and Gallaecia and mostly confined to the period before c. 650.​[190]​ 
It is likely that tax and payments to the royal fisc were always prominent in the making and use of this coinage.​[191]​ The letter De fisco Barcinonensi of 592 and passages in Visigothic law show late Roman-style commutation into cash still going on at individual cities or estates.​[192]​ Perhaps as a consequence of ongoing links to land tax, areas of agricultural richness and/or wealthy, city-dwelling aristocrats – the Ebro valley, Toledo and Andalucía (for these purposes including Mérida) – loom largest in the numismatic record, while at least some finds cluster at known elite centers.​[193]​ Recent commentators have proposed that such taxes continued until the end of the kingdom, even if they were in decline by this time, when kings perhaps came to rely more on a large fiscus of royal lands periodically swollen by confiscations.​[194]​ Also related to this could be a fall in the level of production and use of coin from c. 650 and especially 700.​[195]​ Equally suggestive for the role of the coinage is that long distance circulation was common, which bucks the more localized trend of ceramic and other commodity distributions in the Iberian peninsula.​[196]​  Michael Metcalf, working from figures collected by Xavier Barral i Altet,​[197]​ found that about a third of single-finds of Visigothic coins came to be lost 100km or less from the home mint, and another third 325km or more from the home mint.​[198]​ Mints in Baetica, Lusitania and Carthaginensis are also well represented in the eleven surviving hoards deposited across the kingdom. Part of this can probably be put down to the domination of the currency by just Córdoba, Mérida, Seville and Toledo. These four mints provided the majority of coins even in hoards from as far north as Saragossa and La Grassa near Tarragona: overall they account for 60% of all surviving coins, although they are somewhat less dominant if single-finds alone are counted (37%), indicating that some hoards may be skewed in their favor.​[199]​ Mints in Tarraconensis and especially the trans-Pyrenean province of Narbonensis are relatively poorly represented, and also intriguing is the general scarcity of coins from the profuse mints of Galicia. These small institutions are probably a reflection of the fragmented ecclesiastical and administrative geography of the recently-conquered Suevic kingdom. The strongest evidence for this is a close correlation between Galician mint-places and the local centers named in the Parrochiale Suevum: 33 of the province’s 42 known mints appear in this document.​[200]​ 
Commerce, gifts and military campaigns as well as tax payments have been called on to explain the wide circulation of Visigothic coin, and some combination of factors is surely to be expected, but the distinctive features of coin circulation compared to other objects of exchange suggest that taxation may have been the prevailing force in their movement, with less functional diversification than in seventh-century Gaul and England.​[201]​ In contrast, Italy after the 560s fell apart into several small regions,​[202]​ and economic and political regionalization there was better reflected in the coinage than in Spain.​[203]​ Everywhere, in short, one sees local circumstances shaping the evolution of the early medieval monetary economy away from its not so simple beginning into near endless forms.
CONCLUSION
The post-Roman West thus preserved the late Roman custom of a prominent and well-used gold coinage, and adapted it to changing needs. This coinage had begun as a fiscal tool, and acquired a significant complementary role in other transactions; so it remained both in the Eastern Empire and in the barbarian kingdoms, even as, in the latter, state systems foundered and the copper-alloy and silver components of the Roman currency system withered away. General use of coin was inevitably and severely curtailed, but persisted in modified form with gold as the basis for all valuations and monetary circulation. What is remarkable about the post-Roman kingdoms of western Europe is not simply how far the imperial monetary system declined within them, but the fact that in nearly all cases some minting and coin-circulation continued. The prevalence of gold among the survivors resulted from the on-going interplay of this metal’s privileged administrative position with its increased role in circulation. Generally, the former was more important in the fifth and earlier sixth centuries; the latter thereafter as the scale of coinage recovered and its fiscal role grew less prominent. It was via the role of this gold coinage, in increasingly localized surplus extraction as well as other settings in Francia and later England, that the versatile early medieval denarial currency eventually developed. The monetary system hence provides not only an index of cultural and governmental continuity, but also a gauge for new developments in economy, society and administration. Extraction of surpluses – whether through tax, rent or other means – in cash rather than kind was an important statement of power and status: in the early medieval context virtually any use of coin involved buying into the mechanics of the state, however devolved those may have been.​[204]​ Coined money was a store of wealth and a means of flexibility in expenditure, while even a limited monetary system was important to the preservation of universal standards of value.​[205]​ Merchants and peasants used coin as well as the elite, but their level of drive within the economy as a whole was limited. The former probably derived their most profitable business from aristocrats and churches; many traders even worked on their behalf.​[206]​ The latter are likely to have had generally indirect involvement with gold currency, but even paupers had some access to coin, via the handouts of churches and aristocrats. All uses of coin were part of an interdependent organic whole which was inextricably bound to the social world of the early Middle Ages​[207]​ – especially to that of the elite when the only available coins came in the form of high-value and high-prestige gold pieces.
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